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If you have a clunker sitting in your garage or driveway, you may be trying to find the
quickest way to get rid of it in order to clear space for something new. You can scrap it for
parts, try to get the dump to pick it up, or even turn it into a rusty piece of outdoor furniture.
But instead of opting for these costly choices, have you ever thought of trying to get some
cash from your old junk car? Selling a beat up automobile is easier than you think, and may
even give back more than you expected.

Here’s Why You Should Sell Your Junk Car for Cash:
Free Towing
Yes, you read that right – most respectable junkyards don’t require that you deliver the car
to them on the spot. Instead, they will often bring their own tow truck and take away your
old clunker for you. All you need to do is schedule a time and place, and leave the rest up to
someone else. And since a towing service is generally extremely costly, this added bonus
will save you a large chunk of money.

Money on the Spot
Trying to sell a car that is barely able to run, or that needs a serious amount of fixing up, can
be a nightmare of long waits, unsure buyers, and people backing out at the last moment –
and all of this will sure lead to some added frustration in your life. If you go with a junkyard
service though, you will be presently surprised with the results – a quality junkyard operator
will make you an offer on the spot, and will get you your money immediately.
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You Get Cash in Hand
There is nothing worse than finding a
prospective buyer who seems like a
good bet, only to discover that they
would rather make some sort of bizarre
trade for your junk car instead of giving
you money. After all, unless you want
extra stuff in your life, you should only
go with someone that is willing to give
you cash.
That is exactly what a good junkyard
service will do for you – instead of offering you a strange trade for your old car, they will put
cash in your hand on the spot.

It Takes Almost No Time
One of the hassles of trying to get rid of your junk car is finding out exactly what to do with
it, and the time commitment that comes with. You need to post a classified ad, search for a
buyer, show your car to anyone that is interested – all while you could be doing something
more useful with your valuable time.
Going through a junkyard service, though, guarantees that you won’t be wasting your time
on this potentially never-ending process. Instead, if your car still has value, you can sell it
within a day and not have to worry about another step.

Sell Your Junk Car Today
If you have a junk car sitting around your property, don’t wait any longer – sell your junk car
for cash today to make room for bigger and better things.
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